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Abstract—This paper reports a prototype cooperative robotic
system capable of transferring zebrafish embryos in parallel and
depositing a single embryo per well in a 96-well microplate. A cell
holding device was developed to trap multiple embryos in a regular pattern. The cell holding device and a microplate were positioned and aligned along multiple axes by the system. Embryo release strategies were systematically studied and compared. Experiments demonstrated that out of the 1056 zebrafish embryos used in
experiments (i.e., 44 times parallel transfer into 11 96-well plates),
996 wells were successfully filled with one and only one zebrafish
embryo, representing a success rate of 94.3%. Further experiments
confirmed that the transferred embryos were able to develop into
zebrafish with 100% survival rate.
Note to Practitioners—Biological experiments and drug screen
require the transfer of individual zebrafish embryos into standard
multiwell microplates. Manually pipetting one and only one
embryo into each well is tedious and time consuming. Different
from the only commercial system for automated zebrafish embryo
transfer, which is based on conventional, expensive flow cytometry,
the proof-of-principle system reported in this paper utilizes a cell
immobilization device and a cooperative robotic mechanism for
parallel transfer of zebrafish embryos. The system architecture
and transfer techniques promise efficient, cost-effective zebrafish
embryo transfer for applications requiring molecule tests on a
high number of cells.
Index Terms—Batch transfer, control and alignment, cooperative robotic mechanism, drug screen, high-throughput screen
(HTS), multiwell microplate, zebrafish embryo.

I. INTRODUCTION
EBRAFISH has become a widely used model in developmental biology as well as in drug discovery
[1]–[3]. Zebrafish embryos are optically transparent, allowing
image-based screening and assessment of drug effects on internal organs in vivo. Zebrafish embryos are easy to breed, and
can be kept alive in standard multiwell plates for a couple of
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days without the need to add nutrients. Furthermore, zebrafish
as an animal is also small in size and requires a low amount
of drug compound per assay, making the animals also fit in
standard multiwell plates for assaying.
Drug discovery demands screening large libraries of compounds (drug candidates). To meet the need to conduct
thousands of assays per day, high-throughput screen (HST)
has greatly benefited from the use of robotics and automation
technologies [4]–[7]. For HTS with zebrafish, one and only
one zebrafish embryo needs to be transferred into each well
of multiwell microplates, and reagents and media must also
be dispensed into wells of assay microplates with automated
systems.
The automation of imaging and analysis of zebrafish embryos in 96-well plates for drug screening has been reported [8].
Significant progress has also been made in the development of
robotic systems for dispensing reagents and media into wells
of microplates at a high speed with high accuracy [9]. Liquid
handling robots are now available from several companies, for
example, Tecan and Beckman Coulter [10]. However, existing
liquid handling robots are not capable of transferring zebrafish
embryos into microplates. The transfer of zebrafish embryos
mm in diameter) is still performed manually in most labs
(
[11], which is a tedious and laborious task.
No attempt to automate the transfer of zebrafish embryos
was made until recently. A cell-sorting instrument (COPAS
XL, Union Biometica) became available on the market for
dispensing zebrafish embryos into 96-well microplates. This
instrument was developed on the basis of conventional flow
cytometer that produces sheath flow to line up zebrafish embryos. Precisely controlled pressure dispenses a single zebrafish
embryo into a well of a microplate one at a time. Like flow
cytometers, this zebrafish embryo transfer instrument is expensive. Additionally, the instrument transfers embryos serially
(one at a time), also motivating us to investigate approaches for
parallel embryo transfer.
This paper reports an automated system capable of batch
transfer of zebrafish embryos into 96-well microplates, to
fill each well with one and only one zebrafish embryo in a
parallel manner at a high speed and with a high success rate.
A vacuum-based cell holding device and a robotic mechanism were developed for batch transfer of zebrafish embryos.
Transfer strategies were described to overcome adhesion forces
between embryos and the substrate. A vision-guided alignment
approach was developed for embryo transfer with high success rates. Experiments were performed with 1056 zebrafish
embryos to quantify the performance of the system and operation strategies. The transferred embryos were cultured inside
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Fig. 3. (a) Cell holding device designed to match the configuration of standard
96-well microplates. The device is capable of immobilizing 24 zebrafish embryos via low vacuum. (b) A standard 96-well plate virtually divided into four
subregions.
Fig. 1. The system transferred zebrafish embryos into 96-well microplates.
Embryos were allowed to develop into zebrafish. Microscopic pictures were
stitched together to form this figure, showing a portion of a 96-well microplate.
Each well is 5.5 mm in diameter.

Fig. 2. Schematic showing the operation of the automated zebrafish embryo
transfer system at one of four regions. Filling a 96-well plate requires the system
to conduct batch transfer of zebrafish embryos four times using the cell holding
device with 24 through-holes.

one 96-well microplate and allowed to develop into zebrafish
(Fig. 1), demonstrating a development rate of 100%.
II. TASK ANALYSIS AND SYSTEM DESIGN
A. Overall Design
The overall system and operation procedure are schematically
illustrated in Fig. 2. The task is to deposit zebrafish embryos into
standard 96-well microplates with each well filled with one and
only one embryo. To accomplish the parallel transfer task, our
first step is to position and trap many zebrafish embryos into an
array on a device. The device is designed such that the trapped
cell pattern matches the well array pattern of standard 96-well
microplates.
Several technologies of cell positioning/trapping [12] have
been reported in recent years, for example, devices based on
optical force [13], magnetic force [14], and electrical force [15].
Vacuum-based cell trapping is appealing since low vacuum
levels prove effective and do not produce undesired biological
complications for further cellular development, as reported
in our previous work [16], [17]. Hence, a vacuum-based cell
holding device was developed in this work for transferring zebrafish embryos into 96-well microplates. As shown in Fig. 2,
a water pump is used to load water to the cell holding device.
An air pump system is used to apply negative pressure to
immobilize zebrafish embryos and collect redundant embryos
and water/culture medium.

When embryos are immobilized on the cell holding device,
the system “flips” the device upside down and aligns the device
with a 96-well microplate (Step 3 in Fig. 2). A robotic mechanism is developed to cooperatively position the cell holding
device and the 96-well plate for zebrafish embryo transfer. The
number of through-holes on the holding device is important to
transfer speed and success rate. A high number of through-holes
could shorten the total transfer time since the required number of
batch transfer is deceased. However, a larger device size could
increases alignment errors of cell holding device and microplate
and lead to a low success rate. On the other hand, a low number
of through-holes would require more transfers; however, the
success rate could be enhanced. Therefore, a device design with
24 through-holes was experimentally chosen in this study to
achieve a tradeoff between the operation speed and success rate
of embryo transfer. Thus, a 96-well plate is divided into four
regions. Within each region, 24 embryos are transferred in parallel. Dividing a plate into four regions reduced the accuracy requirement of the system and increased system reliability. Alignment using visual feedback is integrated into the system to align
the cell holding device and the 96-well plate. Finally, embryo release strategies are required to tackle adhesion forces between
embryos and the cell holding device substrate in order to successful deposit embryos into the wells.
B. Cell Holding Device
Microplates such as those with 96 wells are standard tools
used in zebrafish screening. Microplates of higher density and
lower volume (e.g., 384- or 1536-well plates) can increase the
throughput of HTS; however, the small well sizes of the highdensity microplates can limit the development of zebrafish embryos. In this study, 96-well plates are used to prove the concept
of parallel embryo transfer. The approach, however, will also be
applicable to other standard microplates.
The cell holding device used in this study, as shown in Fig. 3,
is designed to match the configuration of standard 96-well microplates (e.g., pitch). The cell device has only 24 through-holes
for embryo immobilization in this work. Filling a 96-well plate
requires the system to conduct batch transfer of zebrafish embryos four times with the cell holding device. Each subregion
on a 96-well plate contains 6 by 4 wells with a well center to
center pitch of 9 mm [Fig. 3(b)].
Fig. 3(a) shows a schematic of the cell holding device. The
6 by 4 through-holes are formed on the top surface and connected to the chamber inside the device. The outlet of the device
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of the end-effector coordinate system
location
of the slave manipulator and the origin location
of the link
.
, and are used to define
3 coordinate system
the origin coordinate
of the slave base coordinate system
as
with reference to the coordinate
of the master manipulator.
system
Using the homogenous transformation formulation, the kinematics of the cooperative robotic mechanism is:

(1)
where
Fig. 4. Coordinates of the multiple-degrees-of-freedom system.

is connected to a precision vacuum pump. The through-holes
are designed to be evenly spaced with hole pitches being equal
to the well pitch of standard 96-well plates. Considering that
average diameter of zebrafish embryos is around 1 mm, the diameter of though-holes is set to be 0.5 mm so that embryos can
be efficiently immobilized on top of the through-holes. A flange
with a height of 1.5 mm is constructed on the device. The dam
from the flange accommodates water/culture medium to make
all embryos submerged in water and prevent water from spilling
out of the device during operation.
C. Robotic Mechanism Design
A robotic mechanism is designed to accomplish several functions: 1) to rotate the cell holding device; 2) to move the cell
holding device up and down; and 3) to position the 96-well plate.
Fig. 4 shows the cooperative robot mechanism with four degrees of freedom, consisting of one master robot manipulator
and one slave robot manipulator. The master manipulator has
two joints: one prismatic joint
for moving the holding device up and down and one rotation joint for rotating the cell
holding device. The slave manipulator has two prismatic joints
and for moving well plates in the horizontal plane.
According to the Denavit–Hartenberg formulation [18], a
for
, is assigned
coordinate system
link of the cooperative robot manipulator from base
to the
link to the end-effector, as shown in Fig. 4. The lower script
represents the base link, and the lower script refers to the
refers to the master manipuend-effector. The upper script
lator, and the upper script represents the slave manipulator.
, and are structural parameters of the co, and are the structural parameters
operative mechanism.
of the end-effector of the master manipulator. is the distance
and . and are used to define the origin locabetween
tion
of the end-effector coordinate system
of the master manipulator. The origin coordinate
is exwith reference to the coordinate system
pressed as
of the link 2. is the structural parameter of the end-effector
of the slave manipulator, and is distance between the origin

represents the pose of the coordinate system
and is determined by the cooperative manipulation task. Equation (1) was used to determine the structure parameters and control the joint motions for achieving the zebrafish embryo transfer
task.
D. System Setup
The overall system is shown in Fig. 5(a). Fig. 5(b) shows
a picture of the experimental setup. A water pump was used
for loading culture media (or water) into the wells of the cell
holding device. A precision vacuum pump system was in-house
developed for trapping and releasing zebrafish embryos as well
as for collecting redundant water and embryos. The master
manipulator was constructed with a linear stage (New Mark,
ET-100-10, travel range: 100 mm, resolution: 0.04 m) and a
rotation stepper motor (Anaheim Automation, 15Y102S-LW4,
resolution: 0.225 ). A standard X-Y motorized stage (Prior
Scientific, H117, travel range: 114 mm 76 mm, resolution:
0.01 m) was used as the slave manipulator. The controllers of
the two manipulators and a vision system (see next section) of
two CMOS cameras (Basler, A601f) communicated with a host
computer.
III. VISION-GUIDED ALIGNMENT
To deposit embryos into wells of a multiwell microplate, the
position and the orientation between the holding device and the
microplate must be calibrated and aligned. Error tolerances are
summarized in Table I. A coordinate system is defined for calibration and alignment, as shown in Fig. 6(a). Fixture 1 is used
to fix the microplate to the slave manipulator, and Fixture 2 is
used to attach the cell holding device to the master manipulator.
A block was manufactured and attached on Fixture 1. Alignment
is conducted based on Fixtures 1 and 2. In Fig. 6(a),
is the outside corner of the block, and
is the outside
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Fig. 5. System setup. (a) Schematic diagram of experimental system setup. (b) Photo of part of the system setup.

corner of Fixture 2. The top surface (determined by
)
) of
of the block and the top surface (determined by
plane),
Fixture 2 are located in the horizontal plane (e.g.,
is designed to be parallel to
with distance , and is
designed to be parallel
to
with distance when the
cell holding device and region I on the microplate are aligned,
as shown in Fig. 6(a).
The orientation between the cell holding device and the
microplate around or axis was manually calibrated using a
spirit level (RABO, aluminum spirit level), which has an angle
accuracy of 0.057 . This calibration is conducted when the
robotic mechanisms is installed or assembled. The orientation
axis and the position along , , and
axis are
around
aligned during system operation using vision guidance.
stage) moves in the horizontal
The slave manipulator (
, which is taken as a reference for alignment.
plane
Camera 1 is installed perpendicular to the motion plane of the
slave manipulator [Fig. 5(a)]. The camera’s position is adjusted
such that the focus of the camera is located in the
plane. Camera 2, as shown in Fig. 5(a), is installed in the horizontal plane along the negative axis to focus on
. The
installation orientation of the cameras is calibrated with a spirit
level with an accuracy of 0.057 .
axis
To conduct the alignment of the orientation around
and the position along axis, an image of the outside corners
of Fixtures 1 and 2 is taken by camera 2. The edges of corners
and
) are extracted by Hough line transform. The
(
angle [Fig. 6(b)] and height between the two edges are calculated. The joint motion of the master manipulator is adjusted
accordingly to reduce and to zero so that the orientations
of the holding device and the microplate around the axis are
aligned and located at the same level. Similarly, to conduct the
and axis, the top image
alignment of the position along
of the outside corners of Fixtures 1 and 2 is taken by camera 1.
and
) are detected.
The edges of each corner (
The distance and in the horizontal plane between the two
fixtures is calculated and fed back to the slave manipulator to
[Fig. 6(c)]. The orienmake equal to , and equal to
tation and position accuracies, summarized in Table I, satisfied
the requirements for batch embryo transfer. It takes less than 5 s

Fig. 6. Schematic of alignment strategy. (a) Alignment of the cell holding
device and the microplate. (b) Alignment with camera 2. (c) Alignment with
camera 1.

TABLE I
CALIBRATION AND ALIGNMENT RESULTS

to finish alignment of the orientation around axis and the position along axis, and 2 s to finish position alignment along
and axis.
IV. EMBRYO TRANSFER
A. Embryo Trapping
Adhesion forces, particularly the capillary force [19]–[22]
dominate the gravitational force at small scales, which is true
in the case of zebrafish embryo manipulation. To match dimensions of standard 96-well microplates, through-hole pitch of the
cell holding device is set to be 9 mm. Due to the sparse spacing
of through-holes, adhesion forces among embryos and adhesion
forces between embryos and the substrate make it difficult for
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Fig. 7. Force analysis. (a) During embryo trapping, embryo faces up.
(b) During embryo release, embryo faces down.

embryos to disperse themselves close to the through-holes on
the cell holding device, even when vacuum is applied. Embryos
often form clumps and stay in corners of the cell holding device.
To tackle the adhesion issue, water is continuously applied
with the water pump, and the cell holding device is vibrated
by the master manipulator. Water/culture medium provided by
the water pump keeps embryos submerged in a liquid environment, and hence, significantly reduces adhesion among embryos and between embryos and the substrate. Water is pumped
at a low flow rate, helping move embryos slightly; however,
it is not strong enough to fully spread embryos close to the
through-holes. Through vibrating (rotating) the cell holding device at a low frequency of 2–5 Hz using the master manipulator,
liquid flow is generated, and a velocity pressure (force) is applied on the embryos. The force due to velocity moves embryos
back and forth and moves them close to the through-holes. The
rotation velocity and vacuum pressure are chosen according to
force analysis of an embryo at equilibrium [Fig. 7(a)]

(2)
is proportional to applied vacuum pressure,
is the force due to velocity, which increases with the
rotation velocity of the cell holding device (note that force
due to velocity caused by the pumped water is low and negliis the buoyancy force,
is the adhesion
gible),
force between the embryo and substrate,
is gravity of the
is the radius of the embryo, and is the radius
embryo,
is the force caused
of the through-hole. Note that
[23]. The dynamic pressure is
by dynamic pressure
generated from the movement of liquid and can be expressed
, where is fluid density, and fluid
as
velocity. To simplify force analysis, derivation of (2) was
based on the rigid model of embryos. In experiments, the
applied pressure needs to be adjusted with the consideration
of the effect of embryo deformation generated by the vacuum
pressure. It can be seen from (2), a larger rotation velocity
of the cell holding device requires a larger vacuum pressure
applied to maintain equilibrium. Since high vacuum pressures
undesirably over-deform embryos, both vacuum pressure and
rotational speed of the cell holding device were chosen to be
where
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Fig. 8. (a) Twenty-four zebrafish embryos were trapped on the cell holding
device. (b) Schematic diagram of releasing a embryo (white circle) into a liquid
environment (semi-sphere droplet). (c) Picture of semi-sphere droplets on top
of wells of a microplate.

low but sufficient to overcome the adhesion force for efficiently
spreading/dispersing the embryos to the through-holes of the
device. In experiments, the rotation angle velocity of the cell
holding device was chosen to be 20–30 /s with a magnitude of
3 . The vacuum pressure was chosen to be 1.5–3.5 kPa. It takes
less than 30 s to successfully trap 6 by 4 embryos on the cell
holding device [Fig. 8(a)].
B. Embryo Release
Force analysis of an embryo at equilibrium [Fig. 7(b)] is expressed
(3)
To transfer zebrafish embryos from the cell holding device
into the wells of a microplate, zebrafish embryos need to be released from the cell holding device [Fig. 7(b)]. Adhesion forces
between embryos and the cell holding device make release difficult since embryos tend to tightly adhere to the device even
when the device is rotated upside down to face wells on the microplate. To achieve embryo release, one can either reduce the
capillary force until it is less than the gravity of a embryo or
apply external forces to overcome the capillary force.
The first approach experimented in this work is to introduce a
liquid environment to eliminate or decrease the capillary force.
The capillary force is generated at the surface between liquid
and air. The strategy was implemented by generating a semisphere water droplet on the top of each well of the microplate,
as shown in Fig. 8(c). In this work, semi-sphere droplets were
culture medium using
formed by filling each well with 400
a pipette manually, which can be readily conducted by a standard liquid handling robot. The height of semi-sphere droplet
is around 3 mm. With half-sphered culture medium, embryos
are released in a liquid environment when the cell holding device is moved downwards close to the well-plate by the master
manipulator.
The second approach is to apply positive pressure to repel embryos from the cell holding device for release [i.e., applying an
to overcome the adhesion force, shown
external force
in Fig. 7(b)]. Challenge is to properly control pressure for release. The difficulty of proper pressure application will be discussed in more detail in Section V.
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The third strategy is to accelerate (or vibrate) the embryos by
controlling the motion of the device using the system. Accelerating the holding device generates an external force (inertial
force) on each embryo. When the inertial force plus gravity of an
embryo is larger than the adhesion force, the embryo can be released into the well under it. According to (3), the minimum acto release trapped
celeration of the device is
embryos. According to (3), the minimum acceleration of the deto release trapped embryos. In this
vice is
work, a linear stage is used to vibrate the cell holding device. An
acceleration of 20 m/s was applied to the device with a magnitude of 3 mm. Traditional stepper motors are not able to generate
high accelerations and must be combined with other solutions
(e.g., a liquid environment) to release trapped cells. The use of
a piezoelectric or supersonic motor, which produces high accelerations, can possibly be more efficient for embryo release.

TABLE II
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS CLASSIFIED INTO FIVE CASES

TABLE III
DETAILED RESULTS OF CASE E

C. Operation Flow of Embryo Transfer
Before embryo transfer, the system performs an alignment
procedure, as described in Section III. To start the operation,
the cell holding device is rotated to face upwards by the master
manipulator. Each well of the microplate is filled with culture
medium to form a semi-sphere water droplet on the top of each
well. In this proof-of-principle study, embryos are loaded onto
the cell holding device using a micropipette, which can be automated with a water or air pump system. The cell holding device
is vibrated by rotating it back and forth with small magnitude
to fully spread the embryos on the device. In the meanwhile,
a negative pressure is applied to trap the embryos on top of
the through-holes. Redundant embryos are manually collected
from the device while culture medium is continuously provided.
These excess embryos are used in the next operation of batch
transfer. The excess embryos are collected manually using a
pipette in this work. Automation can be fulfilled by integrating
an air pump system for excess embryo collection. Alternatively,
it is also possible to dump excess embryos and medium into a
movable collection tank when the holding device is flipped upside down. The cell holding device is rotated to face downward
and is lowered until the embryos are fully submerged inside the
semi-sphere water droplet. The negative pressure is then turned
off. The cell holding device is accelerated (vibrated) by moving
it up and down with small magnitude to assist the release of
embryos into wells of the microplate. The microplate is positioned by the slave manipulator to position region II under the
cell holding device. The above procedure is repeated until all
wells of the microplate are filled with embryos.
V. EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Adhesion forces between embryos and the cell holding device make it difficult to release embryos into target wells. As
summarized in Table II, experiments confirmed that providing
a liquid environment (Case A) is necessary for embryo release.
Without providing a liquid environment, applying positive pressure only (Case B) cannot release embryos effectively due to the
difficulty of applying proper pressures. Adhesion forces on embryos within the same batch are different due to varied sizes of
the embryos and their physical properties. Therefore, in Case
B, embryos are not released at the same time instantly, leading

to pressure interactions between neighboring through-holes. An
embryo can escape through the clearance between the device
and the microplate, or change its motion direction rather than
traveling vertically as desired. Consequently, some wells were
filled with more than two embryos, and most wells were empty.
When only acceleration is generated (Strategy C in Table II)
without providing a liquid environment, success rate of embryo
release was zero. In our system setup, the traditional stepper
motor is not able to generate sufficient acceleration. The use
of a piezoelectric or supersonic motor might produce sufficient
acceleration for embryo release. However, the acceleration
method in this work can only be used to assist release and must
be combined with other solutions for embryo release in order
to produce a high success rate. Case D in Table II refers to a
combined use of strategy A with strategy B. Approximately
25% of the wells had more than one embryo after embryo
release, demonstrating that positive pressure application is not
suitable for single embryo transfer.
When a liquid environment is provided, and embryo release
is assisted with acceleration of the cell holding device (Case E in
Table II), out of the 1056 zebrafish embryos used in experiments
(i.e., 44 times parallel transfer into 11 96-well plates), 996 zebrafish embryos successfully reached desired wells, amounting
to a success rate of 94.3%. These experiments demonstrate that a
combined use of liquid environment and acceleration is the most
effective for zebrafish embryo transfer. Detailed results for each
of the 11 microplates are summarized in Table III. Zebrafish
embryos transferred into one of microplates were cultured at
28.5 C and all developed into zebrafish (Fig. 1). The 100%
development rate confirms that the embryo trapping and release
process is safe on zebrafish embryos without causing significant
damage.
As listed in Table III, in those wells where embryo transfer
failed, 51 out of the 1056 wells were empty; and 9 of the
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1056 wells had two embryos. The first reason for the failures is
possibly due to embryo quality variations. For example, a low
number of embryos had abnormal morphology and possibly
lower stiffness that can cause too large deformations into
the through-holes on the cell holding device during embryo
trapping. This physical property abnormality can also cause
difficulty in embryo release. Better embryo quality control
would reduce this failure.
The second possible reason is that semi-sphere droplets on
top of the microplate were formed manually with a pipette due
to the lack of a liquid handling robot in our lab. The imperfection and inconsistency (e.g., semi-sphere droplets were different
in height) made some of the droplets contacted earlier than
others by embryos and the cell holding device. These droplets
flowed to neighboring wells and can carry embryos into the
neighboring wells. On the other hand, some of the semi-sphere
droplets were too low and did not make the embryos submerged
into the droplets, causing failure of embryo release. When a
liquid handling robot is used for droplet formation, this problem
would be mitigated.
The third reason is that bubbles could have occurred in some
wells when the wells were filled with culture medium. Disappearance of bubbles during embryo transfer can cause the
liquid level to decrease and thus, affect embryo release. This
severity of the problem can be reduced with the use of a standard liquid handling robot. Finally, machining accuracy of the
in-house made cell holding device and mechanism constructed
for this feasibility study was limited. Machining errors can cause
the height of the clearance between the cell holding device and
the 96-well microplates to be nonequal.
The system takes averagely 90 s to fill 24 wells of a 96-well
microplate with one zebrafish embryo per well: 30 s for embryo
trapping and 60 s for release. The long release time ensures that
all embryos are released from the vibrations produced by the
master manipulator, which can be reduced with more uniform
semi-spherical droplets dispensed. Compared to the only commercial system (COPAS XL, Unioin Biometica), which costs
120 s to fill a 96-well plate with one embryo per well, the speed
produced by our prototype system is three times slower. The
operation time spent on embryo release can be significantly decreased when an additional piezoelectric or supersonic motor is
employed to generate a high acceleration during the vibration of
the cell holding device. The high acceleration of cells can efficiently overcome the adhesion between cells and the substrate.
Therefore, the operation speed can be further improved when
the cell holding device is scaled up (e.g., containing 96 throughholes) and system components are more accurately constructed.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper presented a prototype corporative robotic system
for transferring zebrafish embryos into standard 96-well microplates. The cell holding device has through-holes matching
the configuration of microplates. Trapped embryos are robotically released into multiple wells in parallel. The robotic
system has four degrees-of-freedom, responsible for moving
and aligning the cell holding device and a microplate. The
system transferred 1056 zebrafish embryos into 11 96-well
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plates, demonstrating a success rate of 94.3%. This preliminary
study proved the principle of parallel transfer of zebrafish
embryos using a robotic approach.
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